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Abstract 

This paper is concerlled with extension and belief re~~ision in Reiter's de- 
fault reasoning, First we introduce a new notion of pseudo extension which 
is successively constructed from a given default theory. 1% show that the set 
of pseudo extensions contains the set of extensions, so that we can get some 
reasollable candidates of extension in a constructive way. This should be a 
first step to13:ards computerization of the default reasoning. VtTe also discuss 
the belief revision problem from the viewpoint of Shapiro7s inductive inference 
of models. 

1. Introduction 

Reasoning we use in our daily problem solving is not always from complete illformation 

unlike mathematical reasoning. One of the main goals of artificial intelligence research is 

to  computerize our reasoning, Hence much attention has been paid t o  such reasoning and 

formulations have been proposed by many autlzors. Reiter's default reasoning is one such 

formulation. He used the notion of default and fsrrnulated il~complete knowledge about a 

~vorld as a pair : a set of true but incomplete knowledge and a set of special inference rules 

called defaults. Me enlarged the incomplete knowledge to  describe the world as completely 

* Presently at Hitachi Central Research Laboratory, I-Iitachi Etd. 



as possible. The enlarged knowledge is called an eztension; whiclz is the set of knowledge 

that seems true as a result of reasoning from illcomplete knowledge and is a possible world 

at  that time. Thus the extension is not definite knowledge but just a belief about the 

urorid, and hence it needs to  be modified when new facts are found. 

In the Reiter's default theory we can reason from incomplete knowledge in a very 

natural way- However, the extension can not successively be constructed, because it is 

defined by using itseK in applying the defaults. 

In the present paper, we first try to  solve this difficulty. We define a successively 

constructable set sf knowledge, which me call a pseudo extension, and discuss the relation- 

ship between Reiter's extensions and ours. Me also  how that our extension is a natural 

generalization of Reiter7s, 

rnlike the reasoning in classical logic, the reasoning fro= incomplete knowledge is 

necessarily non-monotonic. Bence we sometimes must modify the belief. i.e. the knowledge 

derived by such reasoning. In the present paper we take this problem of belief revision 

as that of extension modification. Then we can see that the process of belief revision is 

very similar to  Shapiro's model inference. Title also discuss the belief revision from this 

vie\%-point . 

2 .  Reiterys Default Reasoning 

We start with recalling the definitions and important results on default reasoning according 

to  [I, 21. 

Let L be a Arst order language, Then a default is a rule of the form 

where a (z ) :  Bl jrc ), . . , P,(z), w(z) are well-formed formulas (WE; for short) in IL.? and z 

denotes a sequence of free variables. JVe call a ( z )  a prerequisite. 13;(2), . . . , B,(z) justifi- 

cations, and w ( z )  a consequence, 

The M is a special symbol to  be read as "it is consistent to assume", Hence the default 

means that if it is consistent to  assume B1(2), . . . , P,{z) we may infer ~ ( z j  + w ( z ) ,  Note 

that ""i is consistent to  assume b'3(x)9q means that there is not sufficient information to 



conclude T ,~ ; (x) .  The prerequisite a ( z )  may possibly be empty, that is, 

is also a default t o  mean that if it is consistent to assume ,Bljz): . . . , @,(z) then u ( a )  can 

be concluded. 

If a(x) ,  PI (21, . . . , ,0,!2), W ( I )  have no free variables, the rule is called a e2osed default 

and denoted 

A default of the form 

is called a normal default* 

Now lex D be a set of defaults, and SV be a set of closed wEs. Then A = (Lb,TV) is 

called a dejfault theory. A default theory 14 is closed if every default in D is closed, and A 

is normal if every default in D is normal. 

For a set 6" of defa,ulit rules, we define Cons(D)  by 

Thus Consi l l )  is the set of all consequences of defaults in 8. 

For a set S of closed tvEs and a closed v~ffw';  we write S F w to denote that 4 is derived 

from S ,  and S y w to  denote that w is not derived from S .  JZTe also define a set Th(S) by 

T h ( S )  = (w 1 w is a closed wff and S k w ) ,  

Let A = (D, W )  be a closed default theory, S C L be a set of closed avEs, and T(S) be 

the smallest set satisfying the following three properties: 

(1) W C i'jS). 

(2) ~ h ( r ( s ) j  = r ( s ) .  

(3) If 
a : MP1: ..., MPm 

w E B, a E r(S), ~ p l , .  . . , 7 P m  $! S then w E r ( S )  . 
,4 set E 2 L satisfying r ( E )  = E is an extension of 9. An intuitive characterization of 

the extensions is given by the foilowing theorem : 



Theorem Ii (Reiter [l]) Let E C E be a set of closed wffs, A = (D, W )  be a closed 

default theory, and Eo, Z1. .. . be the foilowing sequence of sets of closed wffs: 

Then E is an extension of A if and only if 

The expression of E;+l in Theorem 1 is slightly diEerent from the original one. Reiter 

[I] used conditions a E El,~/31,. . . ,yP, @ E instead of E; t a , E  Y ?PI,. . . : E  i j  

-I@,, respectively* These expressions are essentially the same. In order to check a E 

El ,  7P1, a .. , l / j m  E E ,  we need to  check whether they are derivable or not. So we have 

adopted our expression, which should be more intuitive. 

For a closed default theory there may exist t ~ ~ o  or more extensions or laone at  all. The 

existence of many extensions means the possibility of many worlds at that tin=. Selecting 

a correct extension and constructing an extension are different things. The correctness 

will gradually become clear as new facts about the world are known. IT7e say that a closed 

default theory has an inconsistent eztension if one of its extensions is the set of all closed 

\YES of L,  

Corollary 2 (Reiter [I]) A closed default theory (D, IY) has an inconsistent extension 

if and only if W is inconsistent. 

Corollary 3 (Reiter [I]) If a closed default theory A has an inconsistent extension 

then it is only the estensioii of A. 

Since a closed default theory with an inconsistent C/V has only inconsistent extensions, 

hereafter we restrict OUT discussions to  default theories with consistent TlT7s, unless other- 

wise stated. Default theory may not have extensions, but we know the following : 

Theorem 4 (Reiter [I]) Every closed normal default theory has a t  least one extension. 



3. Pseudo Extensions and Their Properties 

In defining extension E, Reiter used E itself (Theorem 1). Hence it is a self-recursive 

definition. Vi7e can use Theorem 1 just to  confirm for a given set of closed .A-Es to  be an 

extension, but can not use it to  construct extensions from a given closed defaait the or:^. 

This section proposes a new kind of extensions which can successively be cocstructed 

from a closed default theory. 

DeBnition Let A = (D, W )  be a closed default theory and let Ft ( i  2 0 )  be sets of 

closed wffs defined as follows: 

Fo = JTi 

Pi+, = ThjF;)  U Gons(DE)  ji > 0 ) ;  

where DF, is a subset of 

such that DK # @ if the above set is not empty. Then we caU 

a psevdo eztensiorz of the theory A. 

The condition F; i j  -PI,. . . , F, ij P, in applying a default with MP1.. . . A4,3, is 

digrent from Reiter9s. Now we can suecessive?y construct the pseudo extensions. Aforeover 

in constructing FZil we can use an appropriate subset of defaults instead of the whole. A 

relation between Reiter's extension and ours is given as follows : 

Theorem 5 Let & be the set of all extensions of a closed default tlieory A, and let 

E' be the set of all pseudo extensions of A. Then 

3 2 F~ 

Therefore every exteilsion is also a pseudo extension. 



Proof Let E = Upl E; be any extension, and D; be the set of defaults used in 

defining 23;. Then we have 

For a default 
Q : na9,:. . . ,MPm 

ii = E D ; ,  
G9 

we easily have 
E; t a 

E i j+17. . . ,Ei j -9m.  

By putting 

DQ = QS j S E D;,  Consid) @ F;-~), 

we construct sets of closed wifs 1!17 F2;. . . as follows : 

Then, since E; = Fi for each i (> O ) ?  we have 

NOW let us show that D: satisfies the condition of DFZ in the cieiinition of pseudo 

extensions. First assume that for some j and for any k ( >  j )  a default satisfies the condition 

but Gf, = 8. That is, assume that the set 

is not empty but DL is empty* Then by definition of L;0: and 1); = 8 ,  we have 



Hence we have 

E . - E ; ,  = &  (i - J t l  3+2 = * - .  

From the assumption there exists a default 

which satisfies 

By Ej  = Fj, obviously 
Ej F a! 

Also by 

there exists a t  least one k (1 5 b 5 mj such that 

Since E = L]Z9EiS "- there exists ax i such that E; !- l P k .  This i must be i > j ,  because 

E; y7Pi, for i 5 j.  Since E; = Ej for such i. j ,  we have 

Also by Ej = Fj , a ~ e  have 

Fj 1 ~ 9 k ;  

which contradicts 

Fj Y ~ i 3 ~ , . . . , F j  Y-38,. 

Therefore D;' satisfies the condition of DFz,  and hence F = Lizo Fi is a pseudo extension. 

Hence E 5 F ,  



Theorem 6 fn a closed normal default theory, any pseudo extension which is not an 

extension is inconsistent. 

Proof Let F be a set of closed uBs such that F f and F @ 8, Let D6 be the 

set of defaults which is used in constructing F; of F = U g o F t .  Then by the assumption 

there exist an i and a default 

Hence F F T@ and F i- 3, which means F is inconsistent.6 

Remark Theorem 6 is not valid if the default theory is not normal. In fact, there 

exists a default theory whose pseudo extension is neither an exte~lsion nor an inconsistent 

set. An example follorvs. 

Let A = (D,lV) be a default theory with 

Then F = Th(jA, B, C ) )  is a pseudo extension of A, but neither an extension of A nor 

an inconsistent set. 

From the discussions above we can conclude the following : 

( 2 )  Pseudo extensions can successively be constructed from a given default theory. 

(2) Extensions are always pseudo extensions. 

( 3 )  In a closed normal default theory, every pseudo extension is an extension if it is 

not inconsistent. 

(4) If W in A = (D,W, is inconsistent then A has a ilnique pseudo extension, which 

is inconsistent and coincides with the extension. This result immediately follows from 

Corollaries 2, 3 and the definition. 



4. Extension Revision by Model Inference 

Default reasoning is non-monotonic in the sense that an increase in faczs does not always 

mean an increase in knowledge. Thus the extension is not a definite knowledge, but may 

need to be re\-ised, because some defaults used in constructing it become inapplicable 

when new facts are found. Reiter has defined the belief as a subset of the extension and 

has discussed revising it. In this section we define the belief as the whole set of extensions, 

and the belief revision as constructing an extension as similar as possible to the world to be 

described by the default theory. Thus we identify belief revision with extension revision. 

Let us corisider the world for the theory to  describe as an unknown model in a first order 

language, Then we can formalize the problem of estensiorr revision in the framework of 

Shapiro's model inference [3, 43. Hereafter we assume readers are familiar with the model 

inference. Our problem can be expressed as foilstvs: 

Given a first order language L, an observational language 

Lo = {ground unit clauses of 51; 

a hypotliesis la~iguage Lh = L, and an oracle for an h-easy unknown model 

li' xvhich; satisfies the closed default theory A = jD. TY): to find a 61iite Lo- 

complete axiornatization sf I[. 

\Tie say tliat the model K satisfies a closed default theory A = (D; 6V) if it satisfies 

the following three conditions: 

(1) K j= I/%- 

which means I< satisfies VV. 

(2) For a default 

if K j= a and K ti -I&, . . . ?I< If. ~/3, then K I= w. 

( 3 )  Let D' be a subset of D such that ItV u Cons(Di)  is consistent. Then 

for any clause u svhich is not a ground unit. 



The condition above restricts the unknown model K in Shapiro's model iaference. 

A closed default theory A = (D, IV)  with finite D and W is called a finite closed 

default theory. For such a theory the following theorem holds : 

Theorem 7 Let A = (D,I/V) be a finite closed default theory and E be an extension 

of 4. Then there exists a finite Lo-complete a~omat iza t ion  of E. 

Proof It suffices to  show E E T and T /= L: for some finite subset T of L. By 

Theorem I any extension _E can be written as E = uzo EZ. 

Let. D, 4 %  2 I )  be the set of defaults which are used in defining 5,. Then Gi, L3 and 

Eo = %V 

E, = Th(E,-1) ti ConsjD,) ( i  2 I). 

Since L) is finite, tl-iere exists an IT such that D, = D,....l for any n > i'i'. Hence we 

and 

We also have 

'Then 

is finite because so are IV?',D, and obviously E I= T and T I- L:. Therefore there exists a 

finite Lo-complete axiomatization of E. 



Theorem 8 Let fi be an h-easy unknown model which satisfies a finite closed default 

theory A = (13, W ) .  If Shapiro's enumerative model inference algorithn-i identifies li in 

the limit and produces a guess T as the output, then Th(T)  is an extension of a default 

theory 4' = (D,W u tV9, where I/?'' is a set of clauses. 

Proof' Put  

where u is a ground unit clause and f ;  is defined by 

a; i f V = t t r u e  
fi = ~ a i  if 1'; = false 

when a fact < a;, I< >? a pair sf ground atom axd its truth value, is given as input to  the 

algorithm. 

In order t o  show that T h ( T )  is an extension of A' = (D?T/%i U W'): it sumces to  show 

TSt(Tj = f(Th(T1). From the definition of tV' and Hi j= W ,  obviously T i- TV U W'. 

Hence we have 
W L" 6Vi C Th(T)  

Th(Th(T)) = Th(T1. 

Since Ir' satisfies A. there exists a default 

such that li' a and K l,S1,. . . , K If yob irnpiy li I= w. Namely for a 6 E D if 

Th(T)  I- a and ThtT)  Y ~ $ 1 . .  . = , Th(T)  ij 1$, then E ETh(T). Nence Th(T)  satisfies 

the three conditions on T(S). Therefore from the rninirnality of I'(Sj, we have 

We now show the converse. Let v E Th(T).  There are four cases to be considered. 

Case 1. v E W L! T I V i  : v E T ( T h ( T ) )  by JV U kv' C T(Th(T)) .  

Case 2. A default 
a : MP1, .. . :M,Dm 

6 = 
'li 

E D  



exists and fr' /= a ,  14' tf i P ,  . . . ,I< 0% : Clearly 

Th(Tj t cr 

Th(T)  c r ( T h ( T ) ) .  

Wezice I 'jThjT)) t cr and z: E T(Th(T)) .  

Case 3. 1.1' U kV' U Cons(D") i- v for the set D M  of all defanlts 

such that K /= a,iir If 7P1,. . . , K  lp, : TaVe have 

v E Th(1.V U kVi U Cons(DM')) 

c Th(f (Th(TS)j 

= T(P-hjT)j. 

Case 4. v E Th(T) satisfies none of (1). (21, ( 3 )  : If TI is not a ground unit chen 

14' v since f i  satisfies A. This contradicts that Lo has an evidence to show the falsity 

of T. If 2: is a groilnd unit then obviously 

Theorem 7 asserts that an Lo-complete axiomatization exists -for any extension of finite 

closed default theory. Hence the extension appears in the enumeration Th(Tl ) ,  Th(T2), . . .. 
where TI , Tz, . . . is the enumeration of all subsets of Lh. On the other hand Theorem 

8 asserts that if u7e restrict the objects of the inference to  the unknown models which 

are h-easy and satisfy finite closed default theories, then the models identified by the 

enumerative model inference algorithm are extensions of some closed default theories. 

The A' in Theorem 8 is finite; and hence it has a t  most finite number of extensions, 

Tlierefore if for a finite closed default theory there exist ttvo or more extensions in which 

the unknown model I< is included. the algorithm will find it in the search space of all 

extensions, Moreover if all the pseudo extensions of a finite closed default theory can 

be enumerated, the algorithm will find an extension for the unknown model by deleting 

guesses which are pseudo extensions but not extensions or contradict newly given facts. 



5.  Discussions 

There are some problems in Reiter's default theories. The extensions can not be con- 

structed successively and even their existence is not guaranteed with exception of the 

closed normal cases. Many efforts to  attack the problems have been made by many re- 

searchers. Reiter and Criscuolo 151 have introduced seminormal defaults. The seminormal 

default theories can describe some natural examples which the normal default theories call 

not, but still the existence of extensions is not guaranteed. Lukaszewfcz [k;] has studied a 

default theory of propositional logic and introduced another definition of extensions. for 

which the existence is guaranteed. hlurakami et al. [7] have constructed a set of knowledge 

called a modified extensions, -a-hich is, in a sense, a generalization of Reiter's extension, 

and guaranteed the existence. 16, 71 have thus guaranteed the existence for any default 

theory, but still their extensions can not be constructed successively f ~ o m  TV. I.lurakami 

et al, [Sj have dealt with this problem independently. They have defined sets of knorvl- 

edge called a nonrecursire extensions for closed normal default theories. The nonrecursive 

cxtexsion can be uniquely determined. 

In case the closed normal default theory rl = ( D 3 W )  lias an inconsistent extension. 

that is, It' is inconsistent, the nonrecursive extension is also inconsistent and equal to  

the extension of A. However, the inconsistency of the nonrecursive extension does not 

mean that of kt'. In other u~ords, if A has two or more extensions, the noxrecursive 

extension is inconsistent or equal to  some of the extensions. 11' A has just one extension; 

the nonrecursive extension coincides with it. 

On the other hand, our pseudo extensions may include non-extensions but include all 

the extensions. The extensions should be candidates for possible worlds. In this regard, 

our approach is better than the others. 

\Tie have introduced the notion of pseudo extensions which can be constructed succes- 

sively and made a step to~vards tile computerization of default reasoning. However, it is 

still not computable, because the condition E, y T$,. . . , E, y Dm for applying defaalts is 

not even semi-computable. This aspect is common to ail o t h e ~  approaches. To solve the 

problem we need some concept like the h-easiness. 
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